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AROUND THE VLA
Welcome aboard Wallace (Lefty) Gonzales,
HVAC Shop.

NOTES FROM THE A.D.
The new NRAO director, Fred Lo, will be in
New Mexico from September 5 until September
11. Needless to say, he'll be very busy, with
many people to meet and a lot of activities to
see. There will be an all-hands meeting at the
VLA site on Monday, September 9, and another
at the AOC on Tuesday, September 10. Please
welcome Dr. Lo to NRAO during his visit.

Thanks to Miller Goss for filling in as Acting
NRAO Director since June. After finally
stepping down as A.D. for Socorro Operations
last December and looking forward to a
somewhat less stressful job, Miller put in his
characteristic total effort and has done admirably
at, keeping the NRAO moving forward
throughout the summer.

The month of September will see considerable
ALMA activity in New Mexico. The ALMA
Scientific Advisory Committee will meet at the
AOC on September 7 and 8, after a tour of the
ALMA Test Facility at the VLA on Friday,
September 6. This will be followed by a
week-long meeting on ALMA Computing. In
addition, the ALMA test antenna is nearing
completion of its assembly, so the Antenna
Evaluation Group will begin testing in earnest
over the next several months.

J. Ulvestad

PROGRESS ON EVLA
FIBER OPTIC CABLE
You may have seen an EPA trailer at the VLA.
It has been smoky lately, but no, the EPA is not
here to measure air quality at the VLA. Richard
Murillo and Linda Major picked up the surplus
trailer from EPA in Kansas City, and Charley
Chavez, Gerald, O'Connell, Ed Gray, and Shane
Baca have been modifying the trailer for our use.

Fiber splices have to be made in a controlled
environment protected from wind and dirt,
and the trailer will be the perfect place to do
the job. Altogether, there will be 18 cable
splices, and about 1200 fiber splices in the
buried cable.

Linda Major has set up a Fiber Cable Lab in
the Cryogenic Shop for the production of fiber
patch cords and cables. The first cable
produced and tested showed excellent results.
Yeah Linda!

Last month the cable manufacturer provided
two days of training to help us ithhe cable
burial. The burial will use similar methods as
for copper cable, but the tension and bend
radius must be watched much more closely.
Several people attended the training, and the
manufacturer will likely be back in late fall to
review out progress.

We still have a lot of other work to do before
we can put the cable in the ground, though. A
final Bill of Material needs.to be completed,
more equipment will be purchased or built,
and some details of the installation will have
to be ironed out. Provided all goes as
planned, there will be a lot of activity at the
VLA this fall.

T. Baldwin

DYNAMIC
SCHEDULING ON THE
VLBA
Approximately 75% of the projects on the
VLBA are now scheduled dynamically.
"Dynamically" means the date and time for a
project are decided on-the-fly, usually a day
or two, or sometimes just hours, before the
project actually runs. The purpose of
dynamically scheduling projects is to provide
the observer with the highest data quality
possible, based on near-realtime
determinations of suitable weather conditions,
equipment problems, and tape constraints.

Dynamic scheduling has evolved over the
past year and a half, from mostly manual
scheduling to computer-aided scheduling.
Still, this type of scheduling is more an art
than a science, and requires juggling often
conflicting demands. Every project has a
priority level, which is determined by both
a peer review committee and a scheduling
committee. In addition, if a project is part
of a series that must observe at set intervals,
the "next" project segment. will have a
priority that ramps up as the end of the
interval nears.

This priority level has to be balanced with

tape usage constraints, which often leave
unfillable gaps in the schedule, equipment
problems that can range from a weak
receiver to a broken axle, weather
predictions that sometimes come in the
form of "mixed sun and clouds", and with
the need to use the instrument for observing
as much as possible.

If a project is picked dynamically and
observed, but the weather was worse than
expected, or a piece of equipment breaks,
that project can be returned to the queue to
be picked again later on - a major benefit of
dynamic scheduling.

D. Medcalf

K-BAND RETROFIT
PROJECT
The K-band receiver retrofit project is
complete and it works! Ylva Pihlstroem
reports that the new gaskets installed during
the retrofit are keeping the moisture out of
the RF receivers. In the past, the receivers
were barely usable during the rainy season.

The Antenna Mechanics, mainly Adrian
Zamora and Kelly Greene, helped take
receivers off and put them back on for the
retrofit. The Cryo Shop, mainly Tommy
Montoya and Michael Zamora, helped with
receiver mounting and leak tests.
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The Electronics Division hosted the monthly
lunch in August to say thanks to those who
helped with the' retrofit and for all the help, in'
many other areas as well. ,an

C. Janes

VLBA SHOP"
REMODELED
After .years of requesting a. new concrete floor.
for the VLBA Shop, it has finally happened. The
week before the Tiger Team visit to Hawaii, we.
cleared the area and poured concrete. Because'
of the antenna . work that will be done for the
EVLA we were able to'get funds for the concrete
floor.

Two wooden poles were removed 'and a steel
I-beam was installed to support the roof and to
widen the work area. Ed Gray ran electrical
lines.under the concrete to the new saw to be
used for 'EVLA work. Thanks'to 'Charley and
Gerald,.and the Track Crew. for all their help.

R. Molina

SITE AND WYE NEWS
Charley Chavez and Gerald O'Connell ,(the
Carpentry Shop) are in, the process of
remodeling the fiber optic trailer. They have
removed a large amount of cabinets, built a small
restroom, and are building a work bench for
working the fiber optic cables. They will soon
be doing the roof repairs on the Servo/Auto
Shiop Building along with restaining the wood
fence at the ALMA Test Facility and the
boardwalk at the Socorro Guest House.

Godin Otero and'Johnny Gonzales (the grounds
Crew) are approximately half finished with the
potential. long line readings. They are 90%
complete at the new visitor parking/viewing area
at the VLA Monument. The fiber optic, cable
installation crew will-be hired soon.

The Track Crew has been replacing ties on the
North Arm from BN-6 to AN-5. The inside
track is done and they are working on the outside
track. They will replace ties between AN-6 and
7, the most sandy area on the North Arm:
Leveling and alignment will be the final track
job, but if the truss tamper is working properly,
this job should not take very.long. .

The Auto Shop has been, as usual, very busy
trying to keep up with the standard run of
vehicle break downs, repairs and overhaul of
major break downs of equipment. The HVAC
truck engine had to be rebuilt, the track spike
puller had to have the pump replaced, and the
Drott crane engine is in the process of being
rebuilt. Jimmy Rexrode and Paul Savedra will

travel to Greenbank, WV;' this month to bring
back a mill, a compressor, and a tractor.

,P. Lewis

VLA TOURS'.
Public tours of the VLA for the fall qiuarter
are scheduled for Sundayj, October 6. That is
the second day of the Albuquerque Balloon
Festival and the last day of the Enchanted
Skies Star Party (for participants who are'
unable to attend the special tour the preceding
'Thursday).

These events and the publicity we get in the
October New Mexico Magazine should bring
us,plenty of tourists. 'If you'are interested in
volunteering your time and expertise'to show
our. guests our unique observatory, please.
contact Robyn at x7243 or rharriso@nrao.edu.
For those of you who really like to plan ahead,
the winter tour is scheduled for Saturday,
Februaryl, 2003.

SR. Harrison

SEPTEMBER' SKIES..
Venus will be at, its brightest in late
September but will set only one hour after
sunset by the end of the month. The best
planet.viewing this month will be in the early
morning hours, with Saturn. and Jupiter
providing the show.

Saturn rises about 1 a.m. at the start of the
month and .1 p.m. by month's end. The rings
are very' favorably inclined for viewing
through a small telescope. Jupiter joins the
early morning show and while .not high
enough for steady viewing through a
telescope, it will be very bright in the early
morning sky. During the.first 10 days of the
month Jupiter will pass within one degree of
M44, the. "Beehive Cluster" in the
constellation Cancer.

For'you moon watchers, the moon will be new
on the 6 th, first quarter on the 13t

h, full on the,

21 st, and last quarter on the 2 9th

My apologies.for the error in, last month's
column. Somehow, the web site for finding
the International Space Station (ISS) was
omitted. Here it is again: https://
.neptune.hq.nasa.gov/novis/ISSinfo.cfm?
country=U%2 E S%2EA%2E& city=
Socorro%2C%20NM.

Because it is scheduled for early next month,
I want to remind everyone of the upcoming
Enchanted Skies Star Party (ESSP). This is
the ninth year for the event and it is scheduled
for October 3, 4, 5 and 6. Be sure to register
before September 15. to get the "early bird"

discount. A single day registration is also I
available for Saturday night, the 5it, at.the
Pound Ranch,- including the "Chuck
Wagon" dinner and entertainment. Visit
.the ESSP web site at: http://www.socorro-.
nm.com/ starparty/ or contact the Socorro
County Chamber of Commerce.

The Friday night (Sept. 4 h) Keynote
Address at Macey Center and star party at
Etscorn Campus Observatory are free and
open to the public. This year's speaker, Dr.
Stephen P. Maran, is the.press officer of the
American., Astronomical Society and
promises a liyely and entertaining evening.
According to'the Dallas Morning News
(Feb. 14, 2000), "Dr., Maran takes up
where Carl Sagari left off, telling the stoiry
of space to anybody who's interested.
Except that Dr. Maran is funnier:.". Watch•
for more ESSP details in upcoming press.
releases.

J. Spargo

REQUESTS FOR
PAYCHECKS .... ;
Reminder: Requests for picking up payroll
checks at the AOC need to be received in

the Fiscal Department by noon .on

Thursdays, the day before payday. 'Fiscal
sends the, payroll checks to the site on
Thursday afternoon to be ready for
distribution by Thursday afternoon at 4
p.m. Because of the scheduled mail
delivery to the VLA, the checks and stubs
are on their way to the VLA early Thursday
afternoon. -Remember, you don't need to
worry about picking up your check if you
are using direct deposit; it's automatically.
deposited to your account on' payday.

We want to insure that you receive your
check; therefore YOU must make the
request. Fiscal will NOT accept requests
from family members or friefids to pick up
your check. If you need to have someone
pick up. your check for you, Fiscal must
receive the request from you in writing, (e-
mail is fine). This is to insure that your
payroll information is kept confidential.

Please contact Nancy (7444), Brad (7448)
or Laurel (7436) if you need to have yiour
check held in at the AOC. Checks are not
available for pick up before 2:00 p.m. on
Thursday afternoons.

N. Ortiz

Reminder: Ail Hands Meeting with Fred Lo,
new NRAO Director, on Monday, September 9,
at 3:30 p.m. in the VLA Cafeteria, and Tuesday,

September 10, at 1:30 p.m. at the AOC.
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